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BackgroundBackground of the caseof the case

•• DunapackDunapack is a is a largelarge HungarianHungarian paperpaper producer, producer, sellingselling itsits
industrialindustrial bagbag business business toto MondiMondi

•• MondiMondi is is thethe largestlargest paperpaper industrialindustrial bagbag producer producer inin
EuropeEurope, , withwith revenuerevenue shareshare aroundaround 40%40%

•• MergerMerger waswas clearedcleared by HCA, as creation / strengthening of by HCA, as creation / strengthening of 
dominance was not shown (SLC was neither likely)dominance was not shown (SLC was neither likely)

•• Geographical market definition and evaluation of potential Geographical market definition and evaluation of potential 
competition was key in the casecompetition was key in the case

•• However, quite limited data sources However, quite limited data sources �� so we relied on so we relied on 
multiple analysesmultiple analyses
–– At the end, most (almost) all results pointed in the same wayAt the end, most (almost) all results pointed in the same way
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Illustration: marketIllustration: market sharesshares

3535--454500--553535--45451010--202000--551010--2020EUEU

4545--555500--554040--50501010--202000--551010--20201000 km1000 km

5050--606000--10104040--50502020--303000--551515--2525500 km500 km

9090--1001004040--50504040--50503030--40401515--25251515--2525HungaryHungary

SumSumDpackDpackMondiMondiSumSumDpackDpackMondiMondiGeo Geo ↓↓

PaperPaper bagsbagsAllAll industrialindustrial bagsbagsProductProduct →→
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totallytotallytotallytotally
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Main data sources and analysesMain data sources and analyses

•• Mondi (+ only some Dunapack) price / quantity dataMondi (+ only some Dunapack) price / quantity data
–– RBB's analysis concentrated mostly on these onesRBB's analysis concentrated mostly on these ones

–– Only countryOnly country--level aggregateslevel aggregates

–– Used mostly for geographical market definitionUsed mostly for geographical market definition

–– Was no good for product market definition, as both parties sell Was no good for product market definition, as both parties sell 
almost exclusively paper bagsalmost exclusively paper bags

•• Consumer questionnaireConsumer questionnaire
–– Evaluate product substitution patterns & likely switching responEvaluate product substitution patterns & likely switching responsesses

–– 100 largest buyers from parties (biased sample, but likely not "100 largest buyers from parties (biased sample, but likely not "in bad in bad 
direction")direction")

–– 7070% response rate, they provided ~x% of parties' revenues% response rate, they provided ~x% of parties' revenues

•• Ask international competitorsAsk international competitors
–– Mostly to evaluate potential competition & crossMostly to evaluate potential competition & cross--checkcheck
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Product market facts & resultsProduct market facts & results

•• Industry docs + EU cases for unified industrial bag market. Industry docs + EU cases for unified industrial bag market. 
However,However,
–– A lot of activities do not allow substitution (needs "breathing"A lot of activities do not allow substitution (needs "breathing"))

–– Prices get closer, but paper is still much cheaper (2x)Prices get closer, but paper is still much cheaper (2x)

–– Some sellers claim supply substitution, but are mostly specializSome sellers claim supply substitution, but are mostly specializeded

•• Questionnaire resultsQuestionnaire results
–– 70% use only paper bags, 25% paper and other70% use only paper bags, 25% paper and other

–– 80% of those using paper wouldn't switch to other industrial bag80% of those using paper wouldn't switch to other industrial bag
(product requires, more cost efficient)(product requires, more cost efficient)

–– 90% don't want to switch away from industrial bag (to other bags90% don't want to switch away from industrial bag (to other bags or or 
selfself--supply)supply)

•• So the So the narrow paper industrial bag marketnarrow paper industrial bag market couldn't have couldn't have 
been rejected (conservative approach)been rejected (conservative approach)
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Geographic market definitionGeographic market definition

•• IndustryIndustry docsdocs + + previousprevious casescases areare forfor EU EU marketmarket
1.1. Verified lowVerified low transporttransport costscosts: : <5%<5% inin 500,500, <10%<10% inin 1000 km1000 km

2.2. Verified economicsVerified economics ofof scalescale

•• MondiMondi argued for argued for thethe hypothesishypothesis ofof EU EU market: market: "conditions"conditions

ofof competitioncompetition are sufficientlyare sufficiently homogenoushomogenous""
1.1. Trade flowsTrade flows

2.2. Price comparisonsPrice comparisons

3.3. PricePrice--concentration studyconcentration study

•• ButBut a a SSNIPSSNIP--basedbased logiclogic shouldshould start start withwith the smallthe small marketmarket

(Hungary) (Hungary) andand broadenbroaden ifif necessarynecessary

–– We examined the merger's effect only on Hungarian customersWe examined the merger's effect only on Hungarian customers
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Export / import activityExport / import activity

•• Mondi data showed large export / import activity, Mondi data showed large export / import activity, 
even some transatlantic shipmentseven some transatlantic shipments
–– However, it's the largest European's player, so might not However, it's the largest European's player, so might not 

be representative for the whole industrybe representative for the whole industry

•• Analysis of trade flowsAnalysis of trade flows
–– For the smallest Hungarian market, both LIFO and LOFI For the smallest Hungarian market, both LIFO and LOFI 

indicators were between 0.7 and 0.8 indicators were between 0.7 and 0.8 �� signals to enlarge signals to enlarge 
the marketthe market

–– However, no trade flow data were available between other However, no trade flow data were available between other 
(neighboring) countries, so we were not able to continue (neighboring) countries, so we were not able to continue 
with this methodwith this method
•• Even if available, it's not necessarily clear, in which order shEven if available, it's not necessarily clear, in which order should ould 

we enlarge the market this way (potential orderwe enlarge the market this way (potential order--dependence)dependence)
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Similar competitive conditions: MondiSimilar competitive conditions: Mondi

•• Mondi claimed that very small price differences exist Mondi claimed that very small price differences exist 
in Europein Europe
–– On yearly Mondi data 2003On yearly Mondi data 2003--2007, very few transactions 2007, very few transactions 

(x%) differ more than 5/10% from European average(x%) differ more than 5/10% from European average

•• This "test" has some intuition (arbitrage) in case of This "test" has some intuition (arbitrage) in case of 
homogenous products / low transportation costshomogenous products / low transportation costs

•• But serious drawbacks:But serious drawbacks:
–– Fails to apply the SSNIP logic (from small to large) Fails to apply the SSNIP logic (from small to large) ––

maybe Hungary is the "outsider"maybe Hungary is the "outsider"
–– Comparing to the average automatically decreases Comparing to the average automatically decreases 

differencesdifferences
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Similar competitive conditions: GVHSimilar competitive conditions: GVH

•• We modified Mondi's methodologyWe modified Mondi's methodology
–– Perform pairwise price comparisions between different Perform pairwise price comparisions between different 

countries and Hungarycountries and Hungary
–– Compute average pairwise ratio in prices (not necessarily Compute average pairwise ratio in prices (not necessarily 

1, as demand / supply conditions may differ)1, as demand / supply conditions may differ)
–– Determine the ratio of transactions falling outside Determine the ratio of transactions falling outside ±±5/10% 5/10% 

of the average pairwise ratioof the average pairwise ratio
–– Done on monthly data requested from both parties (price / Done on monthly data requested from both parties (price / 

sales for most preferred paper bag)sales for most preferred paper bag)

•• Result: for most countries in the 500 km radius, few Result: for most countries in the 500 km radius, few 
transactions (x%) differ more than transactions (x%) differ more than ±± 5/10% from 5/10% from 
average pairwise difference average pairwise difference �� additional support for additional support for 
larger marketlarger market
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More thorough analysis of pricesMore thorough analysis of prices

•• Would have been better to evaluate the coWould have been better to evaluate the co--
movement of prices or simplified demand movement of prices or simplified demand 
estimationestimation

•• But lot of problems to tackle:But lot of problems to tackle:
–– Product is easy to store Product is easy to store –– some large purchasessome large purchases
–– Cyclical demand Cyclical demand –– usually higher in summerusually higher in summer
–– (Only Mondi data, lot of missing)(Only Mondi data, lot of missing)

•• We still tried to run a few estimations that did not go We still tried to run a few estimations that did not go 
against the hypothesis of larger marketagainst the hypothesis of larger market

–– Adding some foreign prices as explanatory variables for Adding some foreign prices as explanatory variables for 
Hungarian demand estimations seemed to increase own Hungarian demand estimations seemed to increase own 
price elasitictyprice elasiticty

–– But significance levels very low and precise effect relied But significance levels very low and precise effect relied 
very much on functional formsvery much on functional forms
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Exchange rate analysisExchange rate analysis

•• Was the only part of RBB's analysis directly asking Was the only part of RBB's analysis directly asking 
whether Hungary is part of a larger European marketwhether Hungary is part of a larger European market
–– Experiment: HUF depreciation for few months in mid 2006Experiment: HUF depreciation for few months in mid 2006

–– Hungarian Mondi prices in HUF tracked the € rateHungarian Mondi prices in HUF tracked the € rate

•• However, this was the most contradictory evidenceHowever, this was the most contradictory evidence
–– Mondi prices are evaluated in € and are relatively stable Mondi prices are evaluated in € and are relatively stable ��

HUF HUF prices naturally track the more volatile exchange rateprices naturally track the more volatile exchange rate

–– Pairwise price comparision between €Pairwise price comparision between €--using Austria using Austria 
(biggest trade partner) did not show the expected effect(biggest trade partner) did not show the expected effect
•• Depreciation Depreciation �� imports become more expensive for Hungarian imports become more expensive for Hungarian 

customers customers �� Hungarian prices should rise relative to AustrianHungarian prices should rise relative to Austrian

•• But the relative price did show exactly the opposite patternBut the relative price did show exactly the opposite pattern

–– Problem: x% of customers already contract in € Problem: x% of customers already contract in € -- supports supports 
European market, but how many of them needed?European market, but how many of them needed?
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Consumers'Consumers' switching reactionswitching reaction

Questionnaire resultsQuestionnaire results

1.1. IfIf youyou consideredconsidered toto switchswitch sellerseller, , whowho wouldwould youyou
think about?think about?
•• 70+% 70+% namednamed anotheranother thanthan MondiMondi oror DunapackDunapack
•• 40+% 40+% namednamed a a bigbig internationalinternational firmfirm

2.2. WhatWhat priceprice changechange wouldwould makemake youyou switchswitch??
•• x%, smaller x%, smaller ifif weightedweighted byby expenditures (buyer power?)expenditures (buyer power?)

3.3. GivenGiven diversiondiversion ratiosratios andand expendituresexpenditures, , wouldwould a a 
priceprice increaseincrease ofof 5% 5% raiseraise revenuesrevenues ofof partiesparties??
•• Asking for an SLC, but only if Asking for an SLC, but only if priceprice increaseincrease is is unifiedunified
•• NotNot a a realreal mergermerger simulationsimulation, , justjust speculationspeculation basedbased onon

samplesample
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Competitors' ability & incentiveCompetitors' ability & incentive toto enterenter

1.1. MondiMondi estimatesestimates: : competitorscompetitors' ' sparespare capacitycapacity inin

500 km 500 km is larger is larger thenthen DunapackDunapack currentcurrent productionproduction

2.2. WeWe askedasked forfor bigbig EuropeanEuropean competitorscompetitors' ' opinionopinion
•• MajorityMajority verifiesverifies abilityability (capacity) and(capacity) and incentiveincentive toto enterenter ifif

priceprice increaseincrease / / consumerconsumer needsneeds

•• ShareShare similarsimilar viewsviews onon transportationtransportation costscosts andand

geographicgeographic marketmarket

•• TheyThey seesee lowlow formalformal entryentry barriersbarriers

•• OneOne claimsclaims thatthat previousprevious contactscontacts andand presencepresence mightmight

givegive locallocal firmsfirms anan advantageadvantage –– diddid notnot checkcheck backback fromfrom

customer questionnairecustomer questionnaire
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Lessons we learntLessons we learnt

1.1. EspeciallyEspecially withwith potentialpotential competitioncompetition, , geographicalgeographical marketmarket
definitiondefinition andand competitivecompetitive assesmentassesment cannotcannot be be strictlystrictly
separatedseparated

2.2. Especially if exact delineation of geographic market is Especially if exact delineation of geographic market is 
likely a key for potential intervention, then multiple data likely a key for potential intervention, then multiple data 
sources and analyses can be really usefulsources and analyses can be really useful

–– For small countries with lot of neighbors (and currencies), dataFor small countries with lot of neighbors (and currencies), data
problems can give serious challengesproblems can give serious challenges

–– CountryCountry--level aggregates are likely not enough level aggregates are likely not enough -- especially if one especially if one 
considers smaller regions in a country (was not a problem in ourconsiders smaller regions in a country (was not a problem in our
case)case)

–– Acquisition and analysis of transaction data might be necessary Acquisition and analysis of transaction data might be necessary ––
even more with hih transport costs / strong price discriminationeven more with hih transport costs / strong price discrimination (not (not 
that much in our case)that much in our case)

–– Consumer questionnaires can be really usefulConsumer questionnaires can be really useful


